Abstract.
Phenoxido Magnetic properties of the compounds have been studied both experimentally and using DFT calculations, revealing moderate to strong antiferromagnetic coupling in all aggregates.
Introduction
In recent years the synthesis, spectroscopic and structural characterization, and catalytic evaluation of Cu 2 -compounds have received substantial attention from the view point of their accessibility, structures and their relevance to active sites in biology. 1 For example, the Cu 2 species in tyrosinase is present in a variety of plant and animal tissues. 2 Medicinal Cu II chemistry deals with opportunities in relation to metal ion coordination for the design and use as therapeutic agents that are not attainable through simple organic molecules which are pharmaceutically active. 3, 4 In these class of copper(II) complexes the exploitation of the range of coordination numbers and geometries, formation of multinuclear aggregates, The magnetic interaction is subjective to Cu···Cu separation, the Cu−O distances, the Cu−O−Cu angles, the dihedral angle between the planes within the Cu 2 O 2 core, the out-ofplane displacement of substituents attached to the bridging groups, and the coordination geometry around each Cu II centre. 1 Design and synthesis of coordination aggregate complexes, formed by the incorporation of a group of Cu 2 -fragments, is dependent on the choice and selection of the ligand system giving ligand anion bound {Cu 2 aggregates. 13 From the functional behavior and application point of view the synthesized copper(II) complexes of phenol based multiple alcohol side arm bearing ligand system can be examined for their biomimetic catalytic oxidation efficiency 14 and biophysical studies. 15 
Reaction of Cu(CF 3 COO) 2 ·4H 2 O and H 5 L1 in 2.5:1 molar ratio in stirring MeOH and in absence of any added base, afforded a dark solution, from which 3 (eq 3) was subsequently isolated from the reaction medium as green block shaped single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis in 81% yield. 2  3  2  3  2  3  2   2  3  2  3  ,  1  2  3  2  4  5  2  2  3  5   18 
The elemental analysis and X-ray diffraction data established the products as [Cu 4 (µ-H 4 L1) 2 (µ-OH) 2 ).
22,23
The presence of electron withdrawing fluorine atoms moves the asymmetric stretching frequency to higher region. X-ray structural analysis shows that 1 crystallized in the monoclinic P2 1 /n space group. The interatomic connectivity of the asymmetric unit of 1 is shown in Figure 1 , and selected bond distances and angles are given in anions. X-ray diffraction quality single crystals were obtained as perchlorate salts. 
Structural Comparison of 1 with 2 and 3
In all three compounds each Cu 
38,39
In our case the G value for 3 is 5.324
demonstrating the presence of weak interactions which is in agreement with the magnetic and DFT studies. The absence of fine structures at the low temperatures ( < 75 K) is consistent with the presence of intercluster exchange interactions that tend to average out the fine structures arising from the multiplets. 40 The hyperfine features in the parallel component is observed at 75 K which is not distinguishable at room temperature due to signal broadening.
The A ║ value of 65.79 G is 2.7 times smaller than that obtained for isolated Cu K. These data indicate overall antiferromagnetic exchange interactions in both compounds.
To determine the size of the exchange, the data were fitted using the program Phi 2.0. 41 The data for 1 were fitted considering one coupling constant arising from the interaction between the two Cu with larger angles leading to stronger antiferromagnetic exchange. 42 However, this exchange interaction was also found to be dependent on the extent of displacement of the hydrogen atom of the hydroxido bridges away from the Cu 2 O 2 plane, with large displacements leading to much weaker antiferromagnetic exchange or even ferromagnetic exchange interactions. 43, 44 We therefore used B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations (broken symmetry approach, see theoretical methods) to evaluate the magnetic coupling constant J in 1. The theoretical value of J (−36.9 cm -1 ) is in good agreement with the experimental one (−42.9 cm -1 ) and confirms the antiferromagnetic coupling. To investigate the mechanism for the magnetic exchange coupling, the spin density distribution was analyzed. The atomic spin population values on the Cu II centers and the donor atoms of the ligands are listed in Table 1 . For the high-spin (HS) configuration, the Mulliken spin population data shows that some spin For 3, the fits were initially attempted using a model involving three distinct exchange interactions considering the topology of the complex as a pair of scalene triangles sharing a vertex (Cu3). However, this led to physically unreasonable exchange interactions, with the interaction between Cu1 and Cu3 or Cu2 and Cu3 found to be as strong as the interaction between Cu1 and Cu2, despite the significant differences in distance between the pairs of atoms and in their connectivity. Therefore, the data were fitted considering one exchange interaction J 1 between Cu1 and Cu2, (Figure S15 in ESI) and their symmetry equivalent counterparts, adopting an approach used previously for a compound containing a related ligand and the same topology. 29 The g values for the five Cu(II) ions were fixed at 2.16 based on the results for the fitting procedure for compound 1. The Hamiltonian was therefore: . The most notable aspect of all of the exchange interactions described is that they are relatively weak for coupling between the Cu II centers, and that they are significantly weaker than the interactions mediated by other related ligands. 29, 10 As aforementioned, the B3LYP/6-31+G* calculation of the Cu1-Cu2 interaction in compound 3 reveals an antiferromagnetic coupling with J = -61.1 cm -1 , that is in good agreement with the experimental one (−54.2 cm -1
). To investigate mechanism for the magnetic exchange coupling, the spin density distribution was studied. The atomic spin population values on the Cu1 and Cu2 metal centers and the O1 and O2 bridging donor atoms of the ligands are listed in Table 2 . For the high-spin (HS) configuration, the Mulliken spin population data shows that a noticeable spin (ca. 0.63 e) is delocalized through the ligands, and the rest (1.37 e) is supported by the Cu magnetic centers (see Table 2 ). The spin density plots of the "brokensymmetry" wave function and the high-spin state for complex 3 are described in Figure 14 , where α and β spin states are represented by blue and negative (green) signs, respectively.
The broken-symmetry spin population values at the magnetic centers are +0.71 on Cu (1) Finally, we have also studied the magnetic behavior of compound 2 using DFT calculations.
We have initially analyzed three distinct exchange interactions (Cu1-Cu2, Cu3-Cu4 and Cu2- , respectively). Thus the J values predicted for this compound are slightly larger in absolute value than those observed for compounds 1 or 3. The atomic spin densities and spin density plots for compound 2 are given in the ESI (see Figure S14 and Tables S3 and S4 ). Unfortunately we were unable to obtain good magnetic data for 2, due to the presence of a paramagnetic impurity that dominated the data in the low temperature region, where a well-isolated S = 0 ground state can be expected based on the DFT calculations. The magnetic data for compound 2 together with a simulation based upon the results of the DFT calculations are shown in Figure S16 in ESI.
Experimental Section

Reagents and Materials
The chemicals used were obtained from the following sources: trifluroacetic acid (99%) from 
Physical Measurements
Elemental analyses (C, H and N) of the compounds were performed with a PerkinElmer model 240C elemental analyzer. A Shimadzu UV 3100 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer and a PerkinElmer RX1 spectrometer were used to record the solution electronic absorption spectra and FTIR spectra respectively. The purity of the powder compounds was determined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns using a Bruker AXS X-ray diffractometer ( 
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Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects; an empirical absorption correction was applied using the SADABS. 50 The locations of the heaviest atoms (Cu) were determined easily. The O, N, and C atoms were subsequently determined from the difference Fourier maps. These atoms are refined anisotropically. The H atoms on the bridging hydroxide were found in the difference Fourier maps and refined isotropically. The remaining H atoms were incorporated at calculated positions and refined with fixed geometry and riding thermal parameters with respect to their carrier atoms. Crystallographic diagrams were presented using DIAMOND software. 51 A summary of the crystal data and relevant refinement parameters is summarized in Table 3 .
Short distance of 0.96 Å between H14C and H16D is due to the disorder of C16. 
Theoretical Studies
The magnetic properties of compounds 1, 2 and 3 were calculated using the Gaussian 09 package 52 by means of the density functional theory (DFT) and the broken symmetry approach. 53, 54, 55 We have used the hybrid B3LYP 56 functional combined with the 6-31+G* basis set, 57 which is a good compromise between the size of the systems and the accuracy of the method. We have utilized the crystallographic coordinates and optimized the positions of the hydrogens to carry out the calculations. Moreover, the theoretical models were simplified using H atoms instead of methyl groups in the ligand.
For the calculations of the pentanuclear complex 3, we evaluated each individual coupling constant (J 1 and J 2 ) using the methodology proposed by Alvarez group 58, 59 in mutinuclear systems. This methodology comprises the substitution of paramagnetic centers by diamagnetic ones to simplify the calculation of coupling constants to evaluations for magnetically coupled systems. This methodology is accurate and very convenient to estimate coupling constants individually. ions, with a strong influence from the proton on the bridging hydroxido ion. As our assemblies show significant hydrogen bonding interactions, it could be that by altering the nature of these supramolecular interactions that we can tune the magnetic interaction.
Conclusions
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